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Abstra t
The arti le by Shoham, Powers, and Grenager alled \If multi-agent
learning is the answer, what is the question?" does a great job of laying
out the urrent state of the art and open issues at the interse tion of game
theory and arti ial intelligen e (AI). However, from the AI perspe tive,
the term \multiagent learning" applies more broadly than an be usefully
framed in game theoreti terms. In this larger ontext, how (and perhaps
whether) multiagent learning an be usefully applied in omplex domains
is still a large open question.

Shoham, Powers, and Grenager set for themselves the worthwhile goal of
starting a dis ussion in the eld regarding the de nition, goals, and evaluation
riteria of multiagent learning. I agree with them entirely that it is useful to step
ba k and identify the existing and possible resear h agendas in the eld, to try
to lassify existing resear h, to provide a vo abulary for lassifying resear h to
ome, and to identify the hallenging open questions. They provide an ex ellent
starting point towards all of these ends. As eviden ed by this spe ial issue, their
arti le has already a omplished their goal.
This response is mainly on erned with the emphasis of their arti le. Spe ifi ally, the authors' dis laimers notwithstanding, the arti le ou hes the area of
MAL as addressable within the formal framework of game theory. In doing
so, the arti le an be seen as portraying a potentially very broad AI resear h
area in somewhat limited terms. Though the authors do a knowledge that not
all MAL resear h falls within their spe i fo us on sto hasti games, the exeptions they ite are still game theoreti in nature (spe i ally extensive-form
games of in omplete and/or imperfe t information).
While there is ertainly a great deal of interesting and relevant MAL resear h
that is indeed hara terizable within the language of game theory, mu h of whi h
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is ited in the arti le, it is important to a knowledge that the tools and language
of game theory only go so far. The authors do in lude aveats a knowledging
this notion to some extent and are areful not to make any laims of being
omprehensive in their survey of relevant resear h. However, if this dis ussion
is truly intended to address all of MAL, it is important to give rst lass status
in the agenda and taxonomy to work that is not usefully hara terizable in game
theoreti terms.
What makes a problem not usefully hara terizable within game theoreti
terms? In prin iple, every multiagent en ounter an be hara terized as a normal form or extensive form game. But in some ases, it is not only that the
" onvergen e to an equilibrium is not a goal in and of itself," but that the very
formulation of the en ounter as a normal form or extensive form game, if even
pra ti al, does little to make progress towards a solution.
To draw an example from my own resear h, so er is undoubtedly a multiagent en ounter. Both in the real game and in the So er Server system [7℄ used
at RoboCup,1 every player has 10 teammates and 11 opponents, ea h a ting
independently. The de isions fa ed by the players, su h as when and where to
ki k the ball, or where to move when not in possession of the ball are ontinuous
in nature, are based on in omplete information, are highly sto hasti , must be
made in qui k su ession (10 times per se ond), have strong sequential dependen ies, and may depend on the similarly omplex and rapid de isions of 21
other teammates and adversaries. Though none of these properties is individually outside the realm of game theory, in pra ti e, the s ale (or omplexity as it
is alled by Shoham et al.) of the problem is su h that there's not mu h hope in
trying to identify any sort of equilibrium or any other optimal solution on ept
for this intera tion, at least given urrent methods. Indeed, onsidering robot
so er from a game theoreti perspe tive would be mu h like onsidering it from
the perspe tive of POMDPs. Formally, yes, robot so er is a partially observable Markov de ision pro ess. But the known algorithms for solving POMDPs
fall short of s aling to su h a problem by many orders of magnitude. Su h a
multiagent learning problem must be approa hed from a di erent perspe tive.
In that ase, from what perspe tive should these more omplex multiagent
learning problems be approa hed? Indeed, that is the relevant question. There
is no single orre t multiagent learning algorithm | ea h problem must be
onsidered individually. And in many ases, the question is still whether it is
possible at all. Multiagent learning is the question | not the answer.
For example, in my book Layered Learning in Multiagent Systems: A Winning Approa h to Roboti So er [10℄, the prin ipal question addressed (as stated
in Chapter 1) is \Can agents learn to be ome individually skilled and to work
together in the presen e of both teammates and adversaries in a real-time, noisy
environment with limited ommuni ation?" The book pro eeds to answer the
question aÆrmatively, but the learning is fairly limited in s ope. Indeed a main
hallenge addressed therein, and in any similarly omplex problem domain where
learning of a omplete de ision fun tion is not feasible, is whi h aspe ts of the
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problem should be learned, and how they should be learned. In the book's
ase, the agents learn how to pass and where to pass in the presen e of spe i
adversaries, but without building any expli it model of the e e ts of their own
a tions or the likely opponent a tions.
That book is just one example of many multiagent learning problems that
have been onsidered using non-game-theoreti approa hes, and arguably that
should not be onsidered game theoreti ally. A partial list of other examples inludes ollaborative multi-robot lo alization [2℄, distributed network routing [4℄,
distributed fa tory optimization [9℄, in- ity driving [8℄, tra king teams of enemy
ombatants [13℄, and bidding in au tions [12℄.
Bidding in au tions? That domain is often ited as one of the big su esses
of game theory, with many a ademi s having advised the FCC on their design of
the high-stakes spe trum au tions [1℄. However, it an also be seen as a failure
of game theory in the sense that the ne essary simpli ation of the domain
has repeatedly aused the deployment of me hanisms that an, in pra ti e,
be exploited by the bidders [14℄. Similarly, the authors themselves ite the
Trading Agent Competition (TAC), as a domain where \it is not reasonable
to expe t that players ontemplate the entire strategy spa e. . . equilibria don't
play here as great a predi tive or pres riptive role." In some sense, this is
an a knowledgement by the authors that game theory doesn't answer every
question. But then in Se tion 4.3 they hara terize most of multiagent learning
results as fo using on self play and games with two agents. And their ve
agendas for multiagent learning are all hara terized in game theoreti terms
(ex ept perhaps the fth). Su h a hara terization risks marginalizing mu h of
the multiagent learning work referen ed above.
Perhaps the authors do intend that resear h situated in omplex domains
ould fall within their taxonomy. Mu h of the resear h in these settings an be
hara terized in similar terms to those put forth by the authors, su h as learning
a model of the game or opponent; learning one's own utility, et . And there are
indeed examples of su essful abstra tions of omplex multiagent intera tions
to game theoreti al terms, in luding in TAC [15℄. But in the more omplex
settings, the issues are bound to di er, at least to the extent that the abstra t
analysis doesn't tell the whole story.
Before losing, I would just like to address a few more minor points in the
arti le.
 In Se tion 3, the authors state that \in a multiagent setting one annot

separate learning from tea hing." However it is important to remember
that tea hing assumes learning | on the part of the other agents. Learning, on the other hand, an take pla e without any su h assumptions
about the learning (or tea hing) abilities of the other agents. For example, Littman and I onsider a set of tea hing strategies and analyze how
they intera t with various learning (but not tea hing) strategies [5℄. In
that work we demonstrate that tea hing and learning an be synergisti ,
but that having multiple tea hers an lead to problems ( onsider 2 \bully"
agents in the game of Chi ken).
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 Also in Se tion 3, the authors state that \there is no a priori reason to

expe t that ma hine learning te hniques that have proved su essful in AI
for single-agent settings will also prove relevant in the multi-agent setting."
While te hni ally orre t, I think this statement is somewhat misleading in
that there's also no a priori reason that single agent methods an't apply.
They may be more or less e e tive when assumptions, su h as domain
stationarity, are violated; but e e tive single-agent approa hes may still
be useful rst- ut solutions in multiagent settings and in some settings
may prove e e tive | for example in ombination with tea hing agents
as suggested above.

 In Se tion 5, the authors give examples of learning algorithms being used

to ompute properties of the game. Another example that might be added
is that Q-learning omputes the best response poli y to an opponent's
stationary strategy. Note that this observation ties together the authors'
dis ussions of model-based (e.g. best response) and model-free (e.g. Qlearning) approa hes in Se tions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

In summary, multiagent learning is de nitely a good tie between game theory
and AI: there is mu h work that falls in the interse tion of these two areas, and
the arti le by Shoham, Powers, and Grenager very e e tively hara terizes both
its strengths and urrent limitations. But from an AI perspe tive, multiagent
learning should be onsidered more broadly than game theory an address. In
this ontext, how (and perhaps whether) multiagent learning an be usefully
applied in omplex domains is still a large open question.
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